
Isolation Week 06 

Isolation Times! 

Your weekly pictorial antidote to the global pandemic 

A Pandemic Special! 
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Welcome to the sixth edition of Isolation Times! 

We’ve managed to get out and about in spite of the rain, which fortunately 
was lighter than expected. I’ve shelved the painting for another week! 

If you want to see a glorious display of bluebells then Jubilee Drive is  worth 
a drive-by on your way to a walk in the countryside. Note the Malvern Hills 
Trust car parks are all shut. We did a recce walk above St. Ann’s Well in an-
ticipation of a longer walk on the Malvern Hills next week. 

Please keep sending your contributions to my email address 
mike@brynbank.com. All ideas are welcome and please keep them coming! 

And thank you to everyone who has taken time to write or stop me in the 
streets to compliment this august journal. The opinion is that the balance of 
photos of our wonderful countryside with some short explanatory text is 
about right. Thanks for the feedback and enjoy this edition! 
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BROMSBERROW TO HOWLER’S HEATH WALK 

We found an old set of circular walks and 
decided on the one starting at Bromsber-
row Church to Howler’s Heath. Funnily 
enough we were walking very close to the 
track that Jussi Björling took last week; 
the steep path between Whiteleaved Oak 
and Howler’s Heath. 

The village was briefly home to Richard 
Hammond, the former Top Gear present-
er, who resided on a farm next to St. 
Mary's Church.  

Parking at the church, which has 13th 
Century origins, we made our way  past 
Conygree Hill Coppice to Albright Lane 
then passing the end of Clencher’s Mill 
lane turned right into Bromsberrow Estate 
land. The Estate is located at the southern 
end of the Malvern Hills in an area of out-
standing Natural beauty. 
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Next, after crossing open fields stocked with ewes and lambs and chancing 
upon a small vineyard before reaching the lakes. Does anyone know where 
the grapes are pressed? I can’t find any information on-line. 

Beyond the hedgerow we saw a grove of captive bluebells all fenced-in. 
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The tranquil Upper lake is fed by a stream rising near Whiteleaved Oak and 
drains via a culvert into Glynch brook at the modern M50/A417 junction. 
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At the centre of the estate is Bromsberrow Place, a Regency Greek revival 
(grade 2*) house. Built in 1768, the house was remodelled in 1820. The ar-
chitect was George Basevi, who was the first cousin of Benjamin Disraeli and 
famous for the Fitzwilliam museum in Cambridge and Belgrade Square and 
Pelham Crescent in London. The house is open by appointment. 
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The footpath continues between the upper and lower lakes then continues 
deeper into the estate on rising ground, skirting Hayes’ Coppice. Bromsber-
row Place becomes visible on the right, framed by 1,200 acres of parkland. 
The estate is located at the southern end of the Malvern Hills in an area of 
outstanding Natural beauty. 
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Exiting the estate and crossing the minor road, we start climbing into the 
aptly named High Wood. To our complete surprise, as there was no mention 
in the booklet, we found ourselves amongst the most glorious bluebells that 
stretched up the hill as we climbed, as far as the eye could see. 
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Finally breaking into open ground at the hilltop, we could survey a panorama 
with the Malverns in the East to distant May Hill in the West. 
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From the hill we were supposed to follow the track to Howlers’ Heath but 
new fencing prevented us from doing so: the route following my ViewRanger 
app took us eventually onto a farm track then through Howler’s Coppice and 
Toney’s Coppice onto a vast tract of open farmland. 

We could see in the distance what looked like a massive lake, but when we 
got into the field it was acre upon acre of fleece, tied down over sown soil. 
Have you any ideas what crop is  being so carefully nurtured? We’ve no idea! 
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Beyond the open fields we walked past frolicking horses, yet more sheep and 
another tract of open land, before arriving at a gate back into Clencher’s Mill 
lane. From here it was an easy walk across more fields, back to the church. 
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UNUSUAL PLACES 

Montserrat Caballé and her husband Jock wrote in again with some wonder-
ful photos of their past visit to Crossness Pumping Station at the eastern end 
of the Southern Outfall Sewer and the Ridgeway path in Bexley. Yummy, I 
hear you say! 

Built by Sir Joseph Bazalgette for London's sewage system and opened in 
1865, Crossness Pumping Station is a Grade 1 Listed building and features 
some of the most spectacular ornamental Victorian cast ironwork found in 
the world today. 

The astonishing building, described as “a cathedral on the marsh”, was the 
first of its kind in the world, designed by Bazalgette, chief engineer of the 
Metropolitan board of works, to awe and inspire visitors from across the UK 
and Europe. They came to marvel at his solution to the appalling problems 
caused by untreated sewage and contaminated water supplies in a rapidly 
expanding city, which led to epidemics of killer diseases including cholera. 

The Great Stink in 1858 finally prompted Parliament to act and a Metropolis 
Management Amendment allowed Bazalgette to go ahead with his intercept-
ing sewage system. 

His solution was to take sewage as far as possible from the city through 
gravity flow and steam-powered pumping engines, and then dump it un-
treated into the Thames far to the south-east of the city. When the tide was 
coming in, the sewage was held in a tank covering 6.5 acres, with rows of 
workers’ cottages and a cricket pitch on top; the workers apparently grew 
magnificent tomatoes! 
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This glorious monument to the 
towering genius of Victorian engi-
neering became redundant in 
1953, but restoration work started 
in 1984 and the site is open to the 
public, complete with a smart new 
cafe and occasionally a distinctive 
whiff of sewage drifting across the 
site. 

The pumping station originally 
housed four beam engines, named 
Victoria, Prince Consort, Albert-
Edward and Alexandra.  Prince 
Consort has been restored and 
was “back in steam” in 2002.  
Work continues on Victoria.  
 
Quite apart from the engineering, 
the Victorian architectural embel-
lishments are a wonder. “The most 
common response we get is just a 
shocked ‘wow!’ when people see it 
for the first time,” said Mike Jones, 
one of the volunteers who helped 
bring the building back to life. We 
are usually open to the public one 
Sunday each month for steaming, 
there is no need to book [once the 
site reopens to the public!]. 
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Not only has Renee Fleming been busy pedalling around our area, none oth-
er than Dame Janet Baker emailed her recent ride together with a lovely po-
em by John Milton that certainly reflects beautiful countryside: 
 
In those vernal seasons of the year, when the air is calm and pleasant, it 
were an injury and sullenness against nature not to go out and see her rich-
es, and partake in her rejoicing with Heaven and Earth. 

ON ANOTHER BIKE... 
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Dame Janet says that most were taken on our recent cycle rides, either 
south, between Ledbury and Dymock/Kempley, near Bromsberrow, or north 
between Ledbury and Bosbury.  
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A RECCE WALK TO ST. ANN’S WELL 

Needing to get out after the recent rains, and so see some more bluebells 
before they go, we decided to visit St. Ann’s Well via Jubilee Drive. The blue-
bells were the best we’ve seen for a very long time and worth a drive-by on 
your way to a walk in the countryside. Note the Malvern Hills Trust car parks 
are all barricaded shut, meaning you’ll have to find a pull-in or park on the 
road to visit the hills. Undeterred, we took a couple of snatch-shots. 
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Parking in Malvern we walked 
into Rose Bank Gardens and 
saw the Rhododendrons and 
other shrubs beginning to burst 
with colour. These beautiful 
terraced gardens are lit by the 
Victorian gas lamps and over-
look Great Malvern. Until 1959, 
a house called Rosebank stood 
within the gardens. The house 
was owned by CW Dyson Per-
rins who gave the house and 
gardens to the town in 1918. A 
notable feature is a sculpture of 
two buzzards in flight, created 
by Walenty Pytel and installed 
in 2012, to mark Queen Eliza-
beth II's Diamond Jubilee. 
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We climbed the path to St. Ann’s Well and then up further toward Sugarloaf 
Hill and Worcestershire Beacon then diverting to find a suitable circular walk. 
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At the Worcestershire Beacon, situated above Rose Bank Gardens, there is a 
Toposcope that now bears a copy of the original metal plate showing the 
landscape surrounding the hills, protected by a circular glass disk, which had 
an inscription on the top reading 'The earth is the Lord's and the fullness 
thereof'. The original was stolen in the year 2000, but was later recovered. 

Having plotted a route for our next walk, this recce, just like this edition of 
Isolation Times, came to a satisfactory end. 


